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            Abstract
Medulloblastoma, a malignant childhood cerebellar tumour, segregates molecularly into biologically distinct subgroups, suggesting that a personalized approach to therapy would be beneficial1. Mouse modelling and cross-species genomics have provided increasing evidence of discrete, subgroup-specific developmental origins2. However, the anatomical and cellular complexity of developing human tissues3—particularly within the rhombic lip germinal zone, which produces all glutamatergic neuronal lineages before internalization into the cerebellar nodulus—makes it difficult to validate previous inferences that were derived from studies in mice. Here we use multi-omics to resolve the origins of medulloblastoma subgroups in the developing human cerebellum. Molecular signatures encoded within a human rhombic-lip-derived lineage trajectory aligned with photoreceptor and unipolar brush cell expression profiles that are maintained in group 3 and group 4 medulloblastoma, suggesting a convergent basis. A systematic diagnostic-imaging review of a prospective institutional cohort localized the putative anatomical origins of group 3 and group 4 tumours to the nodulus. Our results connect the molecular and phenotypic features of clinically challenging medulloblastoma subgroups to their unified beginnings in the rhombic lip in the early stages of human development.
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                    Fig. 1: Molecular signatures align group 3/4 MB with the human fetal RL.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Conservation of human fetal RLSVZ gene signatures in group 3/4 MB.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Genetic targeting of RLSVZ markers in group 3/4 MB.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Absence of the human RLSVZ photoreceptor signature in the mouse cerebellum.[image: ]


Fig. 5: MRI mapping of group 3/4 MB origins in the cerebellum.[image: ]


Fig. 6: Proposed model of group 3/4 MB origins.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Previously unpublished scRNA-seq, bulk RNA-seq and array-based DNA methylation datasets described in this study have been deposited in the GEO with the accession code GSE207266. The harmonized mouse single-cell cerebellar atlas expression matrix is accessible in the GEO under the same accession code (GSE207266).
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Transcriptional atlas of the human fetal cerebellum.
(a) Schematic summary of the molecular datasets used to interconnect mouse and human cerebellar profiles with MB. Single-cell and bulk sample counts for each data source are indicated. (b, c) UMAP plots showing published cell-type annotation (b) and predicted cell-cycle phase (c) of the human fetal cerebellar atlas8. (d) Correlation heat map of human cerebellar cell types. (e) Violin plots showing expression of cerebellar lineage markers in the human fetal cerebellar atlas. (f) Inferred cerebellar cell-type proportions in deconvoluted bulk MB transcriptomes. (g) Proportion of cerebellar lineage-associated genes upregulated in MB subgroups. (h) MB subgroup-specific gene set enrichment in cerebellar cell types.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Reciprocal classification of human fetal cerebellar and MB datasets using developmental and tumorigenic signatures.
(a) Predicted pseudotime of MB single cells according to underlying cellular states. (b) RL–GlutaCN/UBC cell state metagenes projected onto group 3/4-MB single cells. MB single cells are positioned according to the previously reported cellular hierarchy5. (c) Predicted pseudotime of bulk MB expression profiles according to underlying developmental cell states. Molecular subgroup, subtype, and driver gene alteration status is annotated for each individual tumour. Inferred cellular proportions of GluCN/UBC cell states are annotated for each tumour profile. (d) UMAP plot of MB Smart-seq2 training dataset, annotated with published subgroup assignments5. (e) UMAP plot of MB 10x scRNA-seq test dataset, annotated with published subgroup assignments57. (f) UMAP plot of MB 10x scRNA-seq test dataset, labelled with predicted subgroup assignments based on the neural-net classifier. (g) Confusion matrix summarizing performance of the neural-net classifier. (h) (Left panel) Pseudotime diffusion map of glutamatergic lineages extracted from the human cerebellar atlas. (Right panel) Classification of glutamatergic single cells according to MB subgroup based on the neural-net classifier. (i) Heat map showing unsupervised clustering of human RL (n = 7), EGL (n = 7), and MB (n=559) DNA methylation profiles. (j) DNA methylation-based classification of microdissected human fetal EGL (n = 7) and RL (n = 7) samples. Reference entities represent an aggregated set of CNS tumour and non-neoplastic methylation classes. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Enrichment of photoreceptor and UBC gene signatures in the RLSVZ.
(a) Heat maps showing expression of RLSVZ-enriched photoreceptor (upper panel) and UBC (lower panel) marker genes in human cerebellar subcompartments. (b) UMAP plots showing mean expression of the photoreceptor (upper panel) and UBC (lower panel) gene sets across 77 human cell types13. (c) Heat maps showing mean expression of RLSVZ-enriched UBC (left panel) and photoreceptor (right panel) marker genes across 77 human cell types. (d, e) Quantification of RLSVZ-enriched photoreceptor (d) and UBC (e) gene sets in human cerebellar glutamatergic lineages.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Status of RLSVZ photoreceptor and RLSVZ UBC gene signatures in adult human cerebellum and cerebellar organoids.
(a) IHC of CRX (photoreceptor marker) and EOMES (UBC marker) in the adult human cerebellum. The precise localization of EOMES positivity was unconfirmed. Scale bars, 40 μm. (b) UMAP summarizing snRNA-seq data derived from >150,000 nuclei isolated from the adult human cerebellum according to published cell types18. (c) Quantification of the RLSVZ, photoreceptor, and UBC gene expression signatures in the adult human cerebellar atlas by cell type. Proportion of excitatory neurons positive for each expression signature is indicated. P-values were calculated as described in Fig. 4d. (d) Expression of select marker genes in the adult human cerebellar atlas. (e) UMAP summary of cell types annotated in published human cerebellar organoids19. (f) Violin plots quantifying enrichment of the RLSVZ, photoreceptor, and UBC gene sets in cell types annotated in human cerebellar organoids. P-values were calculated as described in Fig. 4d. (g) Photoreceptor and UBC marker gene expression in cell types annotated in published human cerebellar organoids.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Expression of RLSVZ marker genes across cerebellar subcompartments and MB subgroups.
(a, b) Heat maps of RLSVZ-photoreceptor (a) and RLSVZ-UBC (b) marker gene expression in group 3/4-MB. (c, d) Box plots of select RLSVZ-photoreceptor (c) and RLSVZ-UBC (d) marker genes summarizing expression across human cerebellar subcompartments and MB subgroups. All box plots were created as described in Fig. 2c.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Correlation of OTX2 expression and transcription factor activity with the RLSVZ-photoreceptor signature.
(a, b) Correlation of OTX2 and RLSVZ-photoreceptor gene set expression across human cerebellar subcompartments (a) and group 3/4-MB (b). P-values were calculated using a two-sided Pearson’s correlation test. (c) iRegulon analysis of the RLSVZ-photoreceptor gene set. (d) Enrichment of the RLSVZ-derived photoreceptor gene set in the RL–GlutaCN/UBC lineage trajectory. (e) OTX2 TF activity in the RL–GlutaCN/UBC lineage trajectory. (f) Correlation of OTX2 TF activity and expression of the RLSVZ-photoreceptor gene set in single cells derived from the RL–GlutaCN/UBC lineage. P-values were calculated using a two-sided Pearson’s correlation test.


Extended Data Fig. 7 OTX2 is required for maintenance of the photoreceptor signature in group 3 MB.
(a) Experimental approach for inactivating OTX2 in group 3-MB cells. (b) Western blot showing efficient reduction of OTX2 protein expression at day 7 in OTX2-edited D283 MB cells. (c) Volcano plot highlighting differentially expressed genes in OTX2-edited versus non-targeted D283 cells. P-values were calculated using a two-sided Wald test and were adjusted for multiple comparisons using FDR correction. (d) GSEA results showing the top upregulated and downregulated gene sets in OTX2-edited D283 cells compared to non-targeted controls. (e) Significant upregulation of the RLSVZ-derived UBC gene set in OTX2-edited D283 cells. (f) Significant downregulation of the RLSVZ-photoreceptor gene set in OTX2-edited D283 cells. P-values for all gene set enrichment analyses were calculated using the Monte Carlo method. (g) Pairwise analysis of recurrent genetic alterations in group 3/4-MB. P-values were calculated using a linear regression model and adjusted for multiple comparisons using the FDR correction. (h) Smoothed expression of DDX31, BARHL1, and OTX2 in the human fetal GlutaCN/UBC lineage sorted by pseudotime.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Single-cell profiles of the developing mouse cerebellum and lineage-enriched subpopulations.
(a, b) UMAP plots of the harmonized mouse cerebellar atlas summarized by data origin (a) and developmental stage (b). (c) UMAP plot of the harmonized mouse cerebellar atlas indicating consensus cell-type annotations. (d) Heat map showing relative enrichment of mouse cerebellar lineage gene sets in human fetal cerebellar cell types. (e,f) UMAP plots showing enrichment of the human RLVZ (e) and RLSVZ (f) gene signatures in the mouse cerebellar atlas. (g) Violin plots quantifying enrichment of RLVZ (upper panel) and RLSVZ (lower panel) gene sets in mouse cerebellar cell types. Cell types with enrichment in >25% of cells are indicated; adjusted p < 0.05. (h) Enrichment of the mouse RL gene signature in the human cerebellar atlas. (i) Violin plots quantifying enrichment of the mouse RL gene signature in human cerebellar cell types. (j) Violin plots quantifying enrichment of the human RLSVZ-UBC gene signature across mouse (upper panel) and human (lower panel) cell types. P-values for all violin plots were calculated as described in Fig. 4d. Additional details regarding the harmonization of the mouse cerebellar atlas are summarized in the Supplementary Information.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Quantification of photoreceptor and UBC gene sets in mouse MB models.
(a) Enrichment strategy for isolating the mouse RL–UBC lineage. (b) UMAP plots of the enriched mouse RL–UBC trajectory, showing experimental source and select marker gene expression. (c) (Left panel) Latent time analysis of RL–UBC lineage-enriched single cells. (Right panels) Enrichment quantification of the RLSVZ-photoreceptor and -UBC gene sets in the mouse RL–UBC lineage trajectory. (d) ISH of photoreceptor marker genes in mouse cerebellum. Scale bars, 200μm. (e, f) Box plots summarizing enrichment of the RLSVZ-photoreceptor (e) and UBC (f) gene sets across published mouse MB transcriptional datasets (n = 14). Human MB and normal P7 cerebellum datasets were included as a reference. All box plots were created as described in Fig. 2c.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Anatomical mapping of MB diagnosis in the cerebellum.
(a–d) Select pre- and post-surgical MRIs of ‘small’ MBs according to subgroup. Group 3 (a) and group 4 (b) tumours indicate a common anatomical point of origin in the nodulus. Additional details for each ‘small’ MB are summarized in the Supplementary Information.
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